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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
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BEST VALUE in town. Clean larg~ apartments
ncar Freeway, UNM PoOl, recreatiQ.n room, studio
$139/mo, one bedroom $169/mo, two bedroom
$220/mo, Free utili des, furnished, 881·4944. 10/10

Rates: 15 ~ents per word per dily, one doll•r
minimum, Advertisemenh run five or more
~onsecuUve days with no changes, nine r.ents per word per day, (no refunds if c~ncclled
before five Insertional, Cla11sified ad·
verthoments must be paid in adv~tn(e •
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ONE BLOCK to UNM spacious and nicely fur·

0

H

Marron Hall room 1-.'Jl or by mail to:
Classified Advertising, UNM Box 20,
Albuquerque, N ,1\1,
87131.
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ds who care at- Birthright 247-9819.

tfn

~ One is a lonely number. Will listen, ~alk & reason,
Q)

:z;

AGORA, NW Mesn Vista. 277-3013,

NEW MEXICO'S BIC\':CLE touring c~Snter.
Qualtty· lO·speed'bicycles, Camping, hiking, and

$125 Th_ree"pound priffic goose-down sleeping bng.
Only used once, $90, 296-7449 after 8pm,
10/13

·backpacking equipment, Trail Haus Cyclery,1031
SanMatooSE,256·9190.
tin

10/10

SpNY STEREQ, AM-FM, 'B·lrack, 2 months old.
MusLsell, $350, DGug 268·1994.
1.0/10
WATER TRIPS. Water beds, Water bed sysLems
oD sale now. Next door to the Guild Theatre, 3407
Central NE, 268-8455,
12/4

pepperoni cneeks, your mushroom nose, ..your
green
chill ears and your combination with Cldrn
b.O
cheese personality. Tastefully yours, Harry. 10/10

MARY, Quit playing games. If you really want to
meet me at Carrara's !or lunch walk I rom the SUB
to Johnson Gjm \Qok across Central and you'll see
an alleyway between Stanford and CGrne\1. Just
loGk in the alley and you'll see Carrara's. Nick.
10110 "

FOUND: Set o! ·keys. Stanford & Mountain Rd
near School oi Law parking lot. Call 277·2425 o;
School Law Library Desk.
10/10

or

FOUND: ,CalCUlator at Computing Center. Con·
tact DebbJe, 277-5844.
10/14

3.

!

DIVORCE AT REASONABLE RATES, petition
divorces arranged by legal clerk $36 plus filing
fee. 296·4977. 24 hour answering serv.ice.
10/15

MECHANIC, good work·, rcn!Sonnbl~
~-:r.a~-t~~~--~?8·5436.
lOllS

VOLvo
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17:3o pm
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PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIAST, students!
black-and-white processing printing.
Fine·grain or pushprocessing of Itlm. Contact
sheets or custom proofs. High quality enlargemen·
ts, mounting, etc. Advice, If asked. Cal! 265·2444
orcometo1717GirardBivdNE.
Hn
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PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION photos. Low,.t
prices in town. Fast, pleasing. Near UNM. Call
265·2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd N.E.

I

I

1

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM selectric guaran•
teed accuracy with reasonable rates, 298·7147.
10120

m:be ®ttult' ,, featuring
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A 50 minute film discussing
these and other topics relating
to the supernatural world.
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Tickets on Sale NOW
·
SUB Box 9ffice & Popejoy Hall
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Students $1.00 General Adm. $2.50
~-------~----------- -------------·
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Monday, October 13, 1975

By Susan Walton
The UNM College of Education is proposing a
major 'and ·minor in bilingqal education. The
proposal goes before the University faculty for ap·
pro val at its meeting tomorrow.
The proposal calls bilingual education "an additional alternative for bettering the educational
possibilities for children who have difficulties in
school learning situations due to their language
skills or lack of them, in English."
The main goal of the pl'oposal is "to allow 'all•
children to become as fluent in two or more
languages as they feel necessary," and to learn
about the two or more cultures.
The teacher training for the degree wovld include cultural awareness, child and adolescent

Get both with a new NIKKO receiver:
More value. Less price. If you are looking
for a receiver compare a NIKKO with
the competition -· feature for feature
spec for sp~c and dollar for dollar and
you'll find out what we mean when we
say, "More value, less price".

By Mike Gallagher
"It was an accident. He didn't
mean it," a man said, as the
emergency room a~tendants
tried to fix his leg.
He was shot by his brother
during a family argument. He
was shot with his own gun. It was
a handgun and the man was lucky
because he could well have
become one more of the statistics
which tell the world how often
Americans shoot relatives, friends and complete strangers.
"I brought my gun for protec·
tion," one student said. Another
said, "I didn't know if I'd ever use
it, but having it there gives me a
sense of security."
An older man, w bo was selling
his gun at Doc Holiday's Hock
Shop on Fourth Street, said, "I
bought it for protection, but my
grandchildren are visiting and I
(lon't want a gun ,in the house
with the kids around."
In order to bu:'{ a handgun in
:Albuquerque, an individual must
sign a form. The form asks if you
are a resident, 21-years-old, a
convicted felon and insane. <~f
your answers are respectively

-The NIKKO model 5055 is· an all new stereo
multiplex re,:eiver featuring · dinkt.coupled OCL pure
compleme~ta~ power amplifier, phase lock loop
multiplex circuit, a quadrature detector and phase linear
ceramic filters.
'

Your campus sound
dealer for 26 years.

~

CHRISTIAN CENTER

0

6:00- 11:00 pm

:g.

<?orner of Juan Tabo and Copper
• 'lo

•

J

·3011 Monte Vista NE
255-1695

Mann bas been the center of
recent controversy as the
American Association of University Professors' (AAUP) national
office has opened a file OR the
case, with censure of the Regents
a possible outcome of their investigation.
The professor was denied
te·nure this summer after the AFTC had heard his case and recommended he be given tenure.
The Regents, who denied him
tenure on July 23, did so because
they felt he gave out too many
high grades and also because he
failed to apologize to former
UNM President Ferrel Heady afpsychology, language skills improvement, subject ter, allegedly telling Head:v to
matter methodology and materials, materials "shut up" at a faculty meeting. •
development and curticulum development. A
major fn bilingudl education would require 33
The AFTC, however, said the
semester hours and a minor, 24 hours, in specified Regents could not terminate
courses.
Mann's contract be..,cause he was
· Proficiency is required ·in the language of the never given written notice of
target group and in English. Acceptance into a "unsatisfactory performance" as
teacher education program in Seco,ndary stipulated in the Faculty HandEducation is also required.
The languages mentioned in the proposal are book.
~'Prof. Mann did not receive a
Spanish and Navajo, but they are not a complete notice of unsatisfac;,tory service,"
list,
The pilot programs would be in secondary the recent AFTC memo said.
schools "which reflect pupil, parental, staff and "We believe that the language of
the Faculty Handbook, as part of
lConlinucd on page 6}
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HOUSE

yes, yes, no and no, you c~n own
a gun.
A Treasury Agent, working
with the Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms, said,
"There is no law concerning
firearms in this state (New
Mexico), in my opinion."
The Bureau has the authority
to keep central records of gun
purchases, but the agent said,
"Albuquerque has only a small
field office and we try to concern
our s.e I v e s with automatic
weapons and shotguns."
,
Carrying a handgun out of
public view and- discharging a
.firearm within city limits are
illegal.
·
Nearly three million handguns •
are sold in the United States each
year. Statistics for Albuquerque
and New Mexico are not to be
found.
"This is a hunting state,"and a
lot of hunters carry handguns,"
Mike Shramsky, 27, of Santa Fe,
said. "!don't know why, but most
of the people I hunt with carry a
'45, or some sort of magnum," he
said.
Police say a handgun is sold

every 20 seconds somewhere in
the United·States and someone is
killed with a handgun :>.bout
every 20 minutes, give m:; take a
few seconds ..
Most studies of private citizen

gun accidents conclude that a
gun kept ,by a private citizen is
more like!~ to kill a family member or a friend than an intruder
or attacker.
Although the percentage bas

,\

''

·.\
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Regents ...
"The second involves the
Regents specification of an individual test of performance as a
basis for tenure," it continued.
Besides the AFTC, the faculty
and dea'n of the College of
Education (COE), David Darling,
also recommended Mann be granted tenure this past summer.
The COE faculty recently
reiterated that stance by passing
a motion condemning the UNM
Regents for their action~ in the
case.

been dropping recently, the
majority of people killed by !)and guns are shot by people they
know or to whom they are
related.
!Conlinued on page 8)
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Photo b_y Jodi Stinebaugh
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Handguns Kill Every Twenty Minutes

5055

Qct. 11,1975

Ph'oto by Miguel Gandcrt

"The AFTC is unanimous in its
conclusion that serious violations
"Two questions of academic
of academic freedom are found in
freedom
are involved here," the
the Univ(lr.sity Administration's
memo
noted.
"One stems from
action denying tenure to Dr.
John S. Mann," the memo reads. the fact that the Regents have
"The committee finds a violation entered into the tenure decision
in two areas of procedure. One in- procedure at a point prior to a
volves the question of proper final review of the case by the
notice, and the other, the role of
the Regents in the tenure review
process."

Faculty Considers· Bilingual Major

Living Stones
a music
co-op of talented.
musicians who
desire to share
the world of
God in an artistic
and .CXJ>TCSSi YC
way.

e wish to invite vou to
our very firs't Livlilg Stones
Festival to be held:
<, " ~

Lleeel',,'p ....
/If
"'

the employment contract, is binding on all parties··Faculty, Administration, Regents•-and that
the Regents do not have the
authoritito set aside the
requirement of notice."
The memo also said Mann's
academic freedom was violated
when the Regents demanded he
apologize to Heady.

Gary Lucas tried to get one more balloon ride before the Albuquerque Hot Air Balloon
festivities ended, but quickly found he had a fear of flying.
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HONORS
CENTER LOUNGE
'7' ==§
I ==E-· ~ ~-<>.\'V'r
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(Humonffles Bl~g. -·1st Floor)
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Hal Lindsey

,>:<,
1· §fj'o'
I E 0~ -{

TYPING, editing and revision. No failures. nc·

WEDDING INVITATIONS & Pfiotography.
Creative Services Ltd. 299-7930.
10/14

~

§

FAMOUS QUIVlRA BOOKSH;~ ~nd Photograph
Gallery is one·ha\1 block (rom Jehnson Gym on
9ornoll, Special order se::_rv:.:_k::::•:...·- - - - 10/14
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Wednesday, Oct: 22
8:00 pm Popejoy Hall
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Truman Capote · Author of In Cold
Blood, Breakfast ·at Tiffany's, · etc. has
become firmly established as one of the
most captivating writers of the times.
Presently working on a new film, Capote I
will speak on The Wr.iter's Life.

Custom

-

I

Capot~

In a memo r~leased last week,
the faculty's Academic Freedom
and Tenure Committee (AFTC)
reaffirmed i.ts position that
, education Profes·sor John
Stephen Mann was not given duf.
process when the UNM Regents
denied him tenure.

opposite
'
Lobo Theatre

q010 Central SE
262-0066

1
1
I

~~r.__g_unranteed. Call2B1·3001.

'

Truman

Faculty Committee
- Reaffirms Position;
Tenure for Man'n

Ot•EN MtNo Boot~sToR.E

,-------------------~-----------~

SERVICES

BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 118 San
Pedro SE. 265·0335. Color TVs, tape decks,
~tercos, amplifiers, auto radio:;, Install Burglhr
ala.rms. 10% discount for students with ID. Quick
service. Used TVx for snle.
10/15

·"

EM~LOYMENT

8. MISCELLANEOtJS-

LOST & FOUND

If you f~el that you have an aptitude for teaching this popular,
easy-to-learn in_vig'orator, under
Justin Stone, inquire about
our
Special Teachers Pro:g:ram.

PART TIME JOB graduate .o:;tudents -.ly, Af·
"'" Friday
ternoon & ev~nings. Must be able to work
& Saturday mghts. Must be 21 years old. Apply ill
person, no phone calls please. Save Way Liquor
Stores, 5704 Lomas NE, 5616 Menaul NE.
10/23

PADDLE~ALL Pi.AYERSI Racquets, balls,
SECR~T A RIAL p'QSITION. Advertising,
gloves, wnstbands, headbands-now all on spe('ial
promotiOn agency. Graduate student, 898·9011,
at the SpinnlngWheel 1 109 Yale SE,242-7888,
10/10
NEE!l EXTRA MONEY? Sell your handmade
SKI EQUIPMENT-boots-size lOJh, poles, skis,
clothing, crafts. Hand Stitch Co·op, 2000 CentrAl
SE.
10114
cap, bindings. All [or $100, Cnll294-5970 after 6:00
p.m.
10/15 • STUDENT NEEDED TO seiiJlrints and posters
BOOKS, ALL KINDS, subjects. Cocktail dresses
on campus. Write Pinkwater Graphics, 5605 La
size 7, cheap, 1005 Srd Street NW, Apt. B, 7 65 .
Gorce Da, Miami Bench, Florida 33140.
10/10
15I8.
1o115
MALE PUPPY Keeshond-Shepard cross,~3 mon·
WANTED: used pinball-machines, any condition,
ths, shots, $20, 266·2928.
10110
293-1818.
10/13
1972 VW SUPER BEETLE, new tires, trans,
FREE MALE GERMAN Shepard puppy, 277·543~
shock, exhaust, excellent condition, $1800, 265·
arter 5:00, 873·2995.
...
10/13
1676.
10110
FE~ALE FIGURE MODELS needed, All ages,
RADJO SHACK comJtonent stereo like new, $80,
all s1zes, By Graduate photo student, Cal1268-9520
268·1595.
'
10/13
after7 pm,

WANTED PHOTOGRAPHER to take 'pictures
!or Anniversary 11/16/75, Need immcdia..ic
respOifSC. 296-2330, 256·9296 after 0 p.m.
10/10

2.

6,

'

.

SONY STEREO, AM·FM, 8-track, 2 mo. old. Must'
sell, $350. Doug 268·199,4,
10/14

FORSALE

'

Full or Part Time?

SKY DIVERS-two complete rigs. MQdified T-10
or Thunderbow mini system with 26·foot Jopo'
reserve, Al~imelere, All e;..collcnt. ~66-0111. 10/14

Q)

"'

BETTER THAN NEW. Aria classical guitar
10/10

.~$150. 877·0970 after 5.

20 PORTABLE TV's $30·$60. 441 Wyoming NE.
255·5987'
10/2.3

.,_:' MARY, I Love you! Your anchovy breath, your

ll<

TAICHICHIH

MILKING GOATS, Nubians, Alpi1:1cs, tested. 877·
10/14
8032 evenings,

5.

'PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You have frien·

BICYCLES· Lowest prices_and Jar gest selection of
the finest European makes. Gitanes $115; Bertins
$165. R.C. Hallett's World Champion Bicycles,
2122 Coal PI SE. 843·9378,
tfn

FEMALE TO SHARE 2·bdrm furnished apt, $90,
needed immediately. 206-2995.
10/13

PERSONALS

1.

' Want 'to teach·

18' HANGGLIDER, excellent condition, extras,
make orrer. 255·2fS76.
10/10

"'

·~

1971 FORD LTD 2.door, vinyl top, P/S, P/B, A/T,
A/C. New,tirf!s, shocks, battery 1 AM·FM stereo B·
track', perfect cond!tlon !nside and out. $211)0 or
best offer, 293·1433.
10/10

nished, security and pool. 208·209 Columbia SE.
$175 b~ls paid, Call255-2685.
!0/14

>=I
0

FORRENT

PRIVATE PLACE, three bedroom, Carpet, A/C,
Near UNM, downtown. $250/mo. $lli0 deposit
883·9113.
•
10110
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South American Guerrillas Studied

~Sociologist Says Terrorism Dying

-g

·attention to the psychological impact of their acts.
Killing is very high on their list of priorities.
0 sociologist has concluded that guerrilla terrorism.
Profit, of course, is important, but killing for that
o in South America has entered a "Pre-extinction
profit softens the system," David said.
-g phase."
'
He said the high economic return of kidnaping
...:l
Dr. Pedro David, chairman of the sociology
and other terrorist acts can make terror an
~ department at UNM, said the broad, public sup- organized way of life.
~ port needed to maintain guerrilla activities is
"It can become a sub-system in the society.
weakening in South American countries.
Property crimes are dropping, It is ll).uch more
<>
"They are losing support. Initially the public y.rill
profitable to kidnap an executive, How else could
support guerrilla activity, but 11xtinction comes
you get $60 million out of crime?" he said.
'
::S when that support is alienated. Guerrillas need
One of the difficulties found in controllihg
~ cover and information. They need drugs, in- guerrilla activity in South America is the relative
formers, cars, places to rent," he said.
ease with which the groups can travel from coun•
David said the alienation cuts across ideological
try to country, ·
C\1 lines and the loss of support weakens both leftist
"The frontiers of the countries are extended. Inand rightist groups.
terception of guerrillas is unlikely. They go back
p':! "The distinction between left and right disapand forth as they please," David said.
David said the freedom of travel has resulted in
pears. The degree of moral indignation cuts support for both groups. But the final responsibility
much of the guerrilla activity recefving i_nfor the extinction of the guqrrillas lies with the
ternational support.
government.
"The subversive activities are not nationally in"If the government institutions function well
spired alone. The ferment may be internal but the
there is less opportunity for guerrilla support. But
training and support may be provided by inthe i11stitutions are like wheels tht have not been
ternational guerrilla organizations. The
used in many years," David said.
Tupamaros of Uruguay helped organize many
David cited the destruction of the Tupamaros,
Argentine guerrillas," David said.
The UNM professor, pointing to a total of 5079
an Uruguayan guerrilla group, as an example of
public disenchantment with guerrillas.
acts of terrorism in a 25-month period from May of
"The Tupamaros bombed non-military targets.
1973 to June of 1975, said the terrorism in ArgenChildren were killed, People on the street were
tina, Uruguay and Chile is continuous and
systematic.
killed. Public support was retracted and the army
crushed the movement; but only after public supMuch of David's research centered on the youth
port ended," David said. of Argentina and he placed much of the blame for
He feels the turning point in Argentina came
the alienation of youth on the slow pace of change
when guerrillas murdered an Argentine army capin the country's legal and social structure.
tain, his wife and two young daughters.
"I've seen a continuous divorce between the
David said terrorist activity, especially kidvalues of the legal system and a certain percentage
of youth, especially university youth. This leads to
naping, is inspired by motives of ideology and
profit, The common criminal, along with the
confrontations between youth and the military,
police and government.
terrorist, adopt similar methods of operation; but
there are differences and those differences are
"The rapid pace of sociological and technological
deadly.
change brings new values and norms not reflected
"The common criminal wants profit without
in the legal system. The system can't keep pace
killing. They want responsibility for the lesser
and prevents change with the same rhythm and
crime. The ideological and political terrorists give
flexibility," David said.

World
News

After a year of research on youth and violence in

1J his native Argentina, a University of New Mexico
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. By United Press International

Turkey ·Will !3et Phantoms
ANKARA, Turkey--Turkey will receive 21 Phantom F4E
fighter-bombers from the U.S. within the.next two weeks, the
,
Turkish Air Force Commander said Sunday.
Gen. Emin Alpkaya told reporters Turkey paid for the Phantoms before Congress banned U.S. arms shipments to Turkey on
Feb. 5. The emb;ugo was partially lifted Oct, 3, when Col)gress
authorized the· delivery of $185 million worth .of military hardware already paid for.
.
Alpkaya said the first of the 21 planes will arrive on Oct. 16 ahd
•
the rest by Oct. 23.
His announcement followed by a day the delivery to Greece,
with which Turkey came close to war oyer Cyprus in 1974, of a
batch of Frelfch Mirage F1 jet fighters. Greece is to receive 40
Mirages before the end of the year.
·

Red Tape Binds Again
'ONSTED, Mich ...A Korean girl once sold into bondage in her
native country is now.snarled in American red tape while an On. sted couple tries to bring her to this country.
James and Pat Lyos adopted two Korean boys three yeljrs ago
and although Korean re!!ords listed no living relatives, the boys
.
claimed they had a sister.
Repeated checks with Korean orphanagesfinally turned up 13year-old Hueng Kim.
"She was finally found at a rural hotel," Lyos said. "She was
sold to the Hotel for her maid service. This is illegal but it's occasionally done."
~
The girl was moved to an orphanag!l, and the Lyoses immediately filed for permission to adopt her last December. But
U.S. immigration and naturalization service red tape snagged the
application.
· Lyos, mother of another adopted Korean girl and four of her
own children, said she was told they Jacked sufficiemt proof the
girl was the sister of the other Korean boys, Chris, 11, and Craig,

9.

"We even located her natural father and he signed an adoption
release," Lyos said, "But the immigration people said theY,
wouldn't accept it because the affidavit was self-servihg."

5()() March on Embassy
BONN, West Germany--More than 500 demonstrators carrying
Basque flags and red banners marched on the Spanish Embassy
Sunday to protest the execution of five Spanish revolutionaries
last month.
Demonstration leaders holding signs reading "Down with
Franco" told reporters they wanted to occupy the Embassy.
But barbed wire barricades and policement with German
Shepherd dogs 'kept the crowds within two blocks of the Embassy.

I'i

Dozens of lielmeted, armed riot police in armored vehicles
patrolled the area to prevent any incidents,

Women Cadets in 1976

i

,I

AIR FORCE ACADEMY, Colo.-·Air Force Academy officials
said every high school principal in the country will-get a letter in·
forming them the Academy will begin accepting women cadets
next year,
Academy Superintendent Lt. Gen. James R. Allen said the
school also would begin answering 600 letters it already has
received from girls requesting admission information. The
Academy, together with the military and naval academies, will
begin admitting women in 1976 under provisions of the military
procurement bill signed by President Ford last week.
Allen said about 150 women would be admitted next year, with
that figure expected to rise to 480 by 1980. He said women applicants would be required to meet the same standards set for
males.
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New Mexico

DAILY LOBO
Vol. 79

No.32
Bo:x 20, University P.O., UNM
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone (505) 2774102, 277-4202 .
The New Mexico Da.lty Lobo is pub-lished .Monday through Friday ~Very
reautar- week of the University yeat>
and weekly during the summer session'
by the Board or Student Publications of
the University oi New Mexico, and is
not financially associated with UNM,
Second class postage PaJd at Albuqu~r·
que~ New Mexico 87131. Subscription'
rate is $10.00 Io.r the .ncadetnic year •.
The Qpinions expressed on the edf..
torial pages or The Daily Lobo are
· those or the author solely. Unsigned
OJ1Jnion is that of the editorial board
of The Daily Lobo, Nothing printed in
The DaiJy Lobo necessarily representu
the views of the University of New
Mexieo.
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There will be .a ~ meeting of the Student
Publication Board, Tuesday, Oct. 14, 4~30 p.m., rm
104, Marron HaJJ. The agenda will include the in·
tervjewing of randidatcs and sclettion of lhe
editor for the N,JI,f, 'rhunderbird Literary
Magazine.

I

'I

!
~

Meeting of Spurs, Tuc~day, Od. 14, 8 p.m:, rm
253, SUn. Ofliccr's m(.>ei!ng at 7:46p.m.
The AJbuquer<Jue Coalition to Stop Senate Dill
One and NMPinG arc looking lor people who want

I

to help, Stop by t~e PIRG offirc, Mesa Vista.
Ther~·s lots to be dqne,
SOLAS will hold a lunch-tnformal lecture o.g
Tuesday. Oct. 14, 12:15 in the International Cen·
ter, IBOB Las Lomas:. Professor Michael Connit
will disco !Is contemporary Brazil. Dring bag lunch.

, Offidal'i for 'wfmwn·~ V()lf£'yball art" nl•(>ded.
Contact 1Jill Blafr, IM l>ept., .Jol1nson Gym 260A
277 5ti51 or 277 :J30ft
'
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Daily Lobo

Letters
Editorials
Opinions

Perspective
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To: Bud Davis, Karen Glazer, Alan Wilson, Van
Doren Hooker, William Tryon, Lt. Alex Roybal,
George Sandoval, Jack Kolbert and the LOBO,
The aforementioned (and any other interested
people) are invited to join ISWU members for an
evening stroll on· Thursday night, October 16. We
will meet in the Casa del Sol, upstairs in the
Student Union Building, at 8:00p.m:
This walk is the first phase of our campaign to
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One of the persistent sources of mass paranoia in our present day
society seems to be the ever increasing crime rate and the so call~d
il: "lack" of police protection.
What occupies the valuable time of our police officers and has
managed to further tie up our already backlogged court system? The
police force is too busy busting little johnny on the corner for smoking
marijuana.
Whether one choses to smoke marijuana or not is not the important
question anymore. The real issue is what rights do each citizen have
when he or she is in the privacy of their own home.
Granted, one's home is not a completely "sacred" dominion where
an outside body has no jurisdiction or some form of law enforcement,
but this country is not an absolute police state where everyone is
monitored for the goo<) of the entire body ..
Also this is not to argue that the hard drug "dealer" should not be
subject to prosecution for r.apitalizing on a person's attempt at
suicide.
What should be considered- is tjlat marijuana, like alcohol, has
become socially acceptable and offers no threats to our society. The

gather information 'related to the problems of poor
lighting and inadequate security on the UNM campus. ,
It is our hope that the administrators will take
our invitation in earnest and attend our walk. This
is a good opportunity for those who leave"the campus before •dark to witness the necessity for increased security and lighting.
Independent Student Workers Union
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Problems Of Campus Lighting And Security
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UNM Votes For A Homecoming Queen
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marijuana
no another
longer pictured
as th,eis degenerate
goal
in life smoker
is to liveisfor
joint. There
still no solidwhose
proof only
that - lllfililW.@WEMiti!Mlml!!Ui~tlW&mill'i&!ffil!Mii\1~ Letters !lffilMH!l:&K!rtK#ffi~BlWM!!!I:M€1Ni:W%ftlWI!I!l
.,
one's physical_or mental health is impaired from smoking marijuana.
So why is there a struggle going on just to decriminalize
marijuana?
Editor:.
their letter seemed to be makipg a
. .
.
The struggle comes from those elements of our society that
Being a Greek. I . am totally threat to the media and probably
I fmd 1t hard to believe that any
"protect our morals." It is these individuals and groups that secretly dis.rnayed by the letter in the LOBO alienated as many students to the :, concerned Greek-would write a let,
- question their own morals so much that the only means of protecting on October 9 signed as "The 'Greeks as the article they were ter like that to be published without
their morals is to surround themselves with carbon copies of them- Greeks." Don't they know that talking !!bout.
checking the authenticity of the
selves. They need to have their ideals reinforced by their peers or
~signatures.
.
they will falter in their judgment.
· .
We Greeks are more concernedabout the lour senators we elected
This element votes In anti-obscenity laws least they fall prey to the
so called "corruption" they wish to stop. They leave no stone un, Editor:
a few weeks ago on the platform of
turned as they carry on their criisade touching everything from
History finds great men of vision
fiscal responsibility. We are sear- _
politics to religion.
Hunted and killed by Beasts of Religion;
ching now for ten new senators to
The time is now appropriate to stop this patronHing violation of
Scavengers all, they need Life for dead fuel
run in the upcoming/election who ,
rights and freedom. The decriminalization of marijuana is one issue
To build fires and pyres f?r their liar, the Fool.
will keep their Vl(ord; rather than be
that can be the confrontation.
"yes" men for Alan Wilson. It is _
UNM
Law
professor
is
now
in
the
process
of
suing
the
state
of
Th
F
.
h
h
somewhat
of a bless·ng that we
One
N
M · t f
1
th e d ecnmma
· · I'IZation
·
f mariJUana.
··
e oo1IS e t at in death Faith .would seek;
ew
exico
o
ore!!
o
If
the
elected
these
senators
to ·a six
U 'v 't
· ht
His Altars are corpses, Incense their reel<.
m ersi y commum'ty can off er some t ype oI suJ)por t , th en he mig
week term instead of a full year firbe successful. If you believe in your rights, whether you smoke
This Vulture exhorts his pack of jackals
marijuana or not, you will give him that support.
To Prey for Truth and Martyr for Marvels.
st.What is most disheartening is
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A
Solution
Editor:
I would like to make a brief com,
ment on the lighting and safety let,
ter which appeared in the Oct. 9
Lobo. It is my feeling that rather
than . worry about attacks,
muggmgs etc. we should worry
about why they occur. Do they occur because of poor lighting? poor
police protection? or the way the
campus is layed out? I say no. they
occur because the people who
are the victims let them, that is they
·do not resist strongly enough.
·
, The solution is simple to any o~e
who knows a little of the history of
the ·West. Arm everyone with
pis~ols. then when the potential
rap1st comes upon a victim she
sh~ots, him .~ead. No rapist, No
P?hce, no t1me consuming court
tnal and no second opportunity for
the would be offender. Simple isn't
it.
Larry Fontaine

11/131-l-1 Hlf.

S£eMS PREtTY
_ SURe, SIR.

I

My original complaint was that
the Lobo editorials are usually
irrelevant to the student body and

that one of those senators that
failed to keep his word is our expresident of IFC, Kevin Keller. We
vow to the student bodv that in the
next election we will vote in a more
responsible students.
Fred Martinez

of generally low quality. From the
flurry _of replies to this complaint it

Jll
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At That Speed, The 309 Pages Come
Across With More Impact Than The Movie.
In Living Blood, You Might Say.
,J •'

·~

..
You can do it, too. So far almost 1,000,000 people have done
it. People who have different jobs, different IQs, different interests,
different educations have completed the course. Our graduates
are people from all walks of life. These people have all taken a
course developed by Evelyn Wood, a prominent educator. Practically all of them at least tripled their reading speed with equal or
better comprehension. Most have increased Jf even more.
.
Think for a moment what thaf'means. All of them - even the
slowest - now read an average novel in less than two hours. They' "
read an entire issue of Time or ]\fewsweek in 35 minutes. They
don't skip or skim. They read every word. They use no machines,
Instead, they let the material they're reading determine how fast
they read.

11~

Terry England

Co~y Editor
-Susan Walton Teresa Coin
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r,..-Come to a FREE Speed Reading Lesson Today-...._._"
You 11 increase your reading speed
·so% to 1.00% on the ~p~t!"
7

.

'

6:00.or 8:00p.m., ~oom 231-E
Student U.nion Building
University of New Mexico
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'Harold Smjth

!
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\.~----EVELYN • WOOD READING DYNAMICS----:.-,- -

Business Manager
·Ha'rry Chapman .

-

And mark this well: they actua)ly understand more, remember
more, and enjoy more than when they read slowly. That's right!
They understand more. They remember more. They enjoy mora
You cah do the same thing , the place to learn more about it is
at a free speed reading lesson.
This is the same course President Kennepy had his Joint
Chiefs of St~ff take. The same one Senators and Congressmen
have taken.
Come to a free Speed Reading Lesson and find out. It is free
to you and you will·leave with a better understanding of why it
works. Plan to attend a -free Speed Reading Lesson and learn
that it is .possible to read 3-4-5 times faster, with better comprehension.

Sports Editor

.
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The most logical defense of low
z 1111!.&1: j i tU sur
quality editorials was implicit in
Bowman's most recent reply
(10/6). arguing that since the
student body was apathetic and Letters to the Editor ...
uninformed the Lobo should be
Letters to the editor
irrelevant and dull. I must admit, if
one accepts the assumption about should be no longer than 250
typewritten
and
the student body, it is difficult to words,
argue with this line of reasoning.
doyble spaced.
··
Sender's name, address
As for Coston's defense of low
quality' namely, the freedom of and telephone number must
'speech (which he apparently con- bz included with -the letter or
strues as being the freedom to say it will not be considered for
iiiane things without verbal opposition), I can only say that it's so publication .. Names will be
trite that I'm inclined to think withheld upon agreement
Coston is no more than another with the editor, in person.
If a letter js from a group,
ficitious creation of the Lobo
editorial staff. You're not really out please inclu-de a name, tele.
there, are you, Mr. Coston?
phone number and address
George Moore . of a group-member:..

Editorial Board

the V•AVJs of tho Staff.

~

JAWS in 41 Minutes.

Lobo Letter,
Opinion ·Policy

appears that Bowman, Rucker, and
now Coston, agree; the debate now
centers on why it should be so.

Unslgne'd ettitorlals represent a
majoritY .opifwn of tho DailY· tobo
Staff. All other columns, cartoons anci
letters represent the opinlon of the

author and do not necessarily reflect

r

Editor:
Now that George Coston is
aboard the bandwagon it might
prove interesting to isolate one of
the issues that constitute the ban,
dwagon.
•

BIZN AN INTFI<£ST7Nr7 P/3VIi/.OP/ofWT! 7He MINISTER. OF eaJ/.OGY
MIS OUT TAI<1Nr7 ctJRE SIIMPLS
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But Evelyn Wood Graduates can read

Dismayed By The ''Greek'' Letter
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Campus Vending Machine Profits
Build Up <·UNM Scholarship Fund
0
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By Paul Vitt
The general scholarship fund at UNM receives
approxim1tely $10,000 a year from the vending
machines on campus.
Sandia Novelty and Wholesale Company currently oper:ltes the machines. They receive a share of
the revenues for cost,,service and a percentage for
profits.
- Bob Schulte. director of housing and food service said, "Sandia won the bid for vending service
three years ago and have been most cooperative,
so we have renewed their contract yearly."
Previous p.roblems encountered with the vending machines were alleviated when the original
contract with Sandia was negotiated three years
ago.
Jack Hankins, concession manager for the
University, is the liaison b.etween Sandia and food
service.
· Schufte and Hankins oversee the vending services as part of their normal duties: There are no
administrative ~osts assessed against the vending

-

State V\fill Not Get ·Dept.'s Goat;
Ibex Becomes .a Horny Problem

machines.
"The Board of Regents request that all money
colleded from the machines be "placed into the
general scholarship fund," said Schulte.
• All requests for. the machines are based on the
availability of space, type of machine, ,if it will
require plumbing or other special hook-up, and if
the traffic warrants profitability for the location.
These are dual decisions reached by Sandia and
Hankins.
"Machine's are serviced regularly," said
Harikins, ''to insure fresh products and to prevent
the accumulation oflarge sums of money."
Each type of machine returns a different profit,
dP.pending on the product sold in it.
"The University receives a monthly report
reflecting percentage of profit derived from each
machine, along with our check," said Schulte.
"The company does not have a free hand in setting prices," said Schulte. "Whenever there is a
wholesale price increase they must have app.roval
to pass the increase along to the individual
machines."

By Joe Donnelly
The U.S. Bureau of Land' Management (BLM)
has rejected the New Mexico Department of Game
and Fish proposal of releas!ng the ~iberian ib~x, an
almost extinct goat found In the Himalayas, m the
Ladron mountains near Socorro. ,
.
Arthur W. Zimmerman, BLM s New Mexico
state direcior, said his agency had concluded too
many enviro?mental risks and un~nowns wo~ld be_
associa.ted with the release of the Ibex.
"The environmental analysis showed that the
release of the ibex would caus.e a n!-lmber of. im"
pacts upon"native plant and ammal hfe and might
disqualify the area for possible later wilderness
area designation," Zimmerman said.
He said the bureau was concllrned that the
animals would stray onto the Sevillcta Grant
which is administered by the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service as a wildlife refuge. 'l'he game
department had. said in proposing the release that
animals would be gathered if thcy_stra~ed on.to t?e .
refuge. Zimmerman said, such gathermgs are m-
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and the preliminary indications
financial situation in detail," San:
from my office were that they
tistevan said, "and change the
could have the money," he con- bills
that were vetoed."
tinued. "But the Senate wasn't
The senator suggested that
able to get quorum to work out
BSU
and the. ASUNM Recruitchanges in the bills. I hope to
ment Program be given enough
kl\ep ASUNM out of the red."
funds to last through the fall
Alfreq Santistevan, president
semester, and then be reconpro temporum of the Senate, said
sidered for funding in the spring
tha.group "will have quorum this
when more money will be
week.
available.
"We will have to look at the
President Wilson, who has
fount ,with Senate since t:1e
beginning of the semester, expresseahope
ASUNM's
in the. native language and how to teach Engiisi.J to
legislative
arm
would
meet this
speakers of other languages.
week to conduct its business.
Claude-Marie Senninger, a french professor,
"By not meeting last week,
said, "The college of Education i~ setting a bad
they
left me the choice of selectrend, They set up this program without contively
vetoing bills without their
suiting the Department of English or the Depart·
put
or
of vetoing all four bills in
in
ment of Modern and Classical Languages.
"I hear the Linguistics Department was con- the hopes they would reconsider
the whole shooting match," he
suited after the fact," she said.
said.
•
Benninger said the Coflege of Education will be
"I hope the groups that got
testing the students to determine the student's
vetoed
understand what's going
level of proficiency in that language.
on,"
Wilson
said. "It was just an
"I do not say the program is bad, but it will cause
difficulty in the future" if related departments are unfortunate set of circumstances
that led to my vetoes and not any
not consulted when proposals are made, she said.
"There is not enough emphasis on language in sort of judgment on my part
the program," she said.
about the value of these
programs."
·

surmountably amicult, if not impossible.
The game department had hoped to establish
huntable numbers of the ibex on the mountain and
thereby enhance recreation opportunity.
In turning down the proposed release, the BLM
had to break a commitment it had made to the
game department in 1968\vhen the release was first proposed.
The same department had spent sizable sums of
money over the past years developing the ibex
herd. Most of the money came from private hunting organizations. The largest grants were made
by the Shikar-Safari Club of California. .
. .
Zimmerman said ·he regretted the potential
financial loss but suggested there. was ,a private
market for the animals which could very substantially reduce the Department's fiiiancialloss.
Dick Raught',; area game manager for the northwest· corner of the state said the department
would probably sell the animals if no solution eould
be found.
·
The game department has already transplanted
three other exotic animals in the state. They have
been a pioneer of importing animals that were
becoming extinct ahd releasing them to fill some of
New Mexico's "ecological niches."
In the late 1940's, New Mexico obtained some

Faculty __ Considers New Major

<Conti.nued from pago 1l

LOOK
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" ... the release of the i!J.ex would cause a.
,number of iflJpacts upon native plant and
anima/life and might disqualifY. the area for
possible later wilderness area designation,"
Zimmerman said.

ASUNM President Alan conduct last week's meeting.
Wilson vetoed four Senate bills,
At that meeting, he said, he
Friday, stopping the allocation of had intended to speak to the
funds to the Black.Student Un,ion senators and ask them to lower
!BSU), ASUNM Recruitment the total amount allocated to the
Program, ·Student Nu.Fses four groups to insure that
Association and General Honors ASUNM did not go into debt.
Program.
"These vetoes are going to
Wilson said he did not want to create problems for the groups
veto the bills, but was forced t6 involved," he said. "It's totally
after the student Senate failed to unfair to them."
reach the necessary. quorum to
"The Senate passl\d their bills

community desires for such programs," the
proposal says.
"Although most current bilingual. programs concentrate. on the minority language child, the
proposed program provides for entry at any point
by any child or adolescent with an adequate
linguistic and/or cultural background for that particular point," it says. The proposal says students
may choose in which language they want to study a
particular subject matter.
·
"The community and its members must see the
potential contribution of bilingually capable and
biculturally aware persons," the proposal says. .
The areas of study include linguistics, history
. and cultures of the Southwest, education across
cultures in the Southwest, courses on how to teach
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CASH?

What will probably be this
University's third time capsule
will be buried at halftime of the
UNM-Utah game, Oct.18.

Earn $'1 0 a weel<

The 1975 Home~oming committee is organizing the effort to
include representative materials
of UNM and its surroundings for
this year.
The capsule is to be opened in
2025.
"Time capsules are always exciting" said Joe McLaughlin, a
member of the 1975 Revival
Homecoming committee.
The Alumni ·office has a time
capsule-from 1909 to be opened in
2009 in addition to the 1950 capsule which will be opened this
Saturday.

BLOOD"

PLASMA
Man decorated his body
long before he clothed it...

Reasonable Prices

DONOR CENTER
8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday-Saturday

Hours Daily/ II am I<> 12 ari'1
Telephone 765-5671
1600 Central SE

DOCTOR IN
jEWELERS

"Since we're opening one (cap•
sule) this year and we've got one
for 2009, we thought we'd bury
one this year," McLaughlin said.
McLaughlin Js asking anyone
having material relating t'o the
University and "maybe things
surrounding the University" to
turn them in to the Alumni office,
room 200 of the Student Union
Building.

RESIDENCE

"The Unusual as Usual"

842-6991

6605 Menaul Blvd. NE
881·8939
(across Menaul from Coronado Center)

ALBUQUERQUE
1307 CENTRAL NE

J

f\

·-

Applications ror ResidPOC(l Hall t Tnd.;>rgraduate
Blues on KUNM 90~1 FM, t'V<'t,Y Wednesday

night 9 p.in. to 1 a.m.

Canadian River Canyon, Dr. Frank Hibben, a
professor of Anthropology at .UN!VI .~h~ began
New Mexico's "safe from extmctwn program,
said the experiment with Barbary Sheep was a success on three counts:" the foreign sheep adapted tt>
the American Southwest, if they do become extinct in Africa we would have saved them, and
because of tourists the sheep are bringing in, the
state is profiting economically.
New Mexico later went on to introduce the Barbaries in three otlj,er areas of the state. They have
also successfully transplanted the Gemsbok, a
species of oryx from the . Kalahari. desert in
Southeast Africa, in the White Sands Missle Range
and the Persian ibex in the Florida mountains.
The game department.first released gemsbok
in 1969. The latest estimate of the herd was about
100 during the spring of 1974. Both sexes of the
gemsbok look anke. They are a sandy-grey color
with striking black and white markings on legs and 1
face. '£heir horns are usually between 30 to 40 in- •
ches in length but have been recorded to be as lol)g
as 48 inches. Adult cows may weigh between 450 to
500 pounds, while a large bull may reach 550 pounds or more.
The first release of 15 Persian ibex was made
Dec. 8, 1970. Since that time an additional 27 have.
been released. The population has now grown to 80

Advisor positions ar_e now being IH'C('pted In·
t~resi(•d appltcants eonl&('l Assot•iate Dt>an of

Stude-nts Office, Hokona 100.
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An English-Spanish Medical Guide & Dictionary
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Also Reading Readiness Is •••
A picture book for Students, Parents,. .
and Teachers · price $2.00
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At the UNM Bookstore
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Student Homecoming Dance

BLUETAIL
8 - 12 pm SUB Ballrtoom
Friday, Oct.l7, 1975
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Admission FREE with UNl\1 I.D.
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animals. Standing 30 inches tall at the shoulder,
adult females weigh 90 pounds and adult males up
to 150 pOUQds. Bot!: sexes have horns. The male's
horns, however, may grow to lengths of 30 inches,
sweeping over-his back in a scimitar-shaped curve.
The males also have long be~J,rds. Their color is
light tannish-brown; with dark brown·, b}ll:ck
markings on the front of the. lower legs, whit!sh
belly and black tail. J'hey als.o pos~ess an amazmg
ability to jump several times Its he1ght.

H'OME COMING

QUEEN
INDEPENDENT

In order to observe eithPr the Barbary Sheep or
the ibex you need binoculars a~d will ha~e to cli~b F~~....c--~-'"":-h'""'"'"'"'"'"'"'"'"',..,.,._,._,..,/'1
sheer cliffs. The gemsbok, whiCh D;. ~Ib~en. satd
"can survive where even a burro wdl_die, will be
•settled in some very harsh areas.
The game department alsO" hopes to establish
kuau and Elzburg red sheep .

Homecoming Schedule

C";;~·~·itt~; t·~··s·uty Third Capsute

DO YOU NEED

donate twice weekly

Very Fine
European
Indonesian
Food
Sandwiches

Homer:oming Queen elections Monday and
Tuesday, Oct. 18·14. at La Posada, SUB, Davis'
Garage, 9 a.m,-5 p.m. Anv undcrgrad with at len st.
12 hours and a valid U!--iM ID IS Ef.IGIBLE 1'0
VOTE

"The committee will pick what
goes into the capsule," he said
and thff committee is requesting

Monday Oct 13
Tuesday Oct 14
1.

submissions from all UNM
organization,s, such as pictures
and membership lists.

Dontecomiug Queen
Elections 9 aiD--S
put
. TODAY
Tuesday October 14

Davis Garage1 SUB (North ~nd),, La Posada
A. Theresa Wagner
B. Debbie Showalter
C, J ttlie Ann Riordan
D. l\Iargaret Klotzbach
E. Lisa H. Arnold
F . .Morcla Morse
G. P.M. Duffey Ingrassia
II. Donna K. Stone
I. Marianne Norwood
Paid for hv
Student
Ilomeeomlng Committee
•
I

I

•

Homecom1ng Queen
Elections
Friday October 17

I
§

·

5 pm • 11 pm House Disp~ay To~r
8 pm - 12 pm Student
Homecoming Dance (SUB)

Saturday October 18
1:30 Football Game UNM vs Utah
2:35 pm (aprox) Cor~nation of
_
Queen D~Jring ,Half-time
§
4 - 6 pm Open House (All Campus
~
. Organizations)
~
8 pm New Riders oJ th~ Purple
. Sage and
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Pure Prairie League
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e First Twelve CQesars of Ro~e:

Handguns K111 Every TtNenty Mi'nutes
(Continued !rom page 1)

"With handguns so easily
available, many people l:>elieve
that there is little activity in the
stolen gun trade," an employee of
the state's parole ofiice said.
"But this isn't so-there is no
organized illegal or stolen gunselling operation, but a lot of individuals are into it," he said.
"You can sit in most any bar in
Albuquerque, talk guns with

z ~----~

someone and they'll know where
to get a a gun cheap. It won't happen all the time, but in the bars
where my clientele drink, you'll
get a sales pitch," he said.

somebody who knows somebody,
and the gunl!lay come all the way
from New York or from last
night's robbery. up in the Northeast Heights," he said.

"Ex-cons have a hard time getting guns legally, sometimes.
This is a small state, people know
one another and the ex-con
doesn't want to have the gun
traced, so he gets a gun from

"Prices go up from $15, depending on how clean the gun is,
what type, where it comes from
and if the numbers have been
washed or burned," he said. "But
prices are strange, You can never

tell how much. One guy said he'd
sell me a Smith and Wesson .38
special for $25. S&W is not a
Saturday night job, it's a damn
good gun," the employee for the
state's parole office said.
A used Smith and Wesson .38
special sells for around $90
depending on it's condition, if it is
bought legally.
In Philadelphia, since 1965, a
gun buyer has had to furnish a

That Was. No Frenchman,
That Was m,y Supper

ey .Had ·Q Lot ~f -~aul As Rulers

photograph and fin!(erprints in.
order to receive a permit but the
eac h e mp· eror had to contend was
· f th born
th for the·· theater instead
T lv e Caesars"
haq,dgun murder rate has 'not
we
with his potential Squeaky From- ') e rone.
dropped drastically.
·
Glaba and Otho were generals
mes.
·
Scribner's Sons/$12.50
In California, Governor EdIt was Julium and Augustus who took the emperorship with
:
By Orlando Medina
military· force but lasted in that
mund G. Brown signed a law set·
1It is said that when the Roman
who shaped the government into · position just long enough to mint
ting m<Jndatory sentences for
·
Caligula fell into a deep · a tight administration to govern a few coins with their likeness
felonies committed with a gun.
of the local populatjon so large an empire •and still before the military did them in.
Many states have passed guQ liU~Iess,'one
Rome prayed to the gods and
control legislation but handgun
If one does believe that history'
his life for the recovery of protect its borders from the .
sales have steadily risen and so
Asian
and
Teu~onic barbarians.
repeats
itself, then perhaps the
l!onts;e " After Caligula
has the handgun murder rate.
~ ·
U.S. is the reincarnation of thEl
l!i.l..ov.rell. he was grateful to his
Roman
Empire, but only in
and had him put to death in
··~~~ .. pings
power not in the classic trapwith the man's sacred ~and qualities which made
""'"!""""'a· "
./ ·
the legend of Rome live through
:·whoever said "Ancient
~
theages.
··
is boring should ·have
Tiberias was·· in-effect the
For those that disagree with
the fate of Sejanus, who
bureaucrat
who
conducted
his
that
summation, th.e words of
to be strangled with a
. .
strap and pitched down business from his home at Capri. CatuJI.us are approp:Jate..
Ctnna
est
Gatus,
ts
stbt
Stairs of Mourning.
Caligula, Claudius an.d Nero papauit. uerum, utrum illius an
Thanks to Professor G,rant, were the real "playboys" of t~e mei, quid ad me? utor tam bene
blishing credits include twelve: Caligula as the luna~tc; .quam mihi parar(m. sed tu inverv·thi1n~ from ancient myths
Claudius, who had more phystcal sulsa male et molesta uiuis, per
.activity of the Jewish people deformities th,an one could count; quam non licet esse neglegenthe Roman Empire, the and Nero as the man who felt h~ tem.
eyes are open to the fir- '
twelve men to rule'the Empire.
Grant does not .present the
or immorality of Pax
The photographic imagjl, especially the halftone reproduction, has
leaders as ancient
become
such an accepted element of modern life that it is seldQm
, nor does he bore you to
reali~ell
how radically it )las changed visual communications since the
with the eternal babblings
first
photographic
processes were made public in 1839.
some rumor monger plebe
In
order
to
show
some of the ways that photography has evolved as
(i.e. Josephus). Instead
an
important
communications
media, books have been selected that
is critical attention given to
effective each of the first show many different processes used to present or reproduce the
Caesars
(Julius, photograph. These books also illustrate how the objective record of
the camera ·can change the type and quality of (nlor.mation available in
gu~;tu:s, Tiberias, Caligu).a,
books. Examples of books in the exhibition include:
li;~l~i~~:: Nero, Galba, Otlio, Excursians Daguerriennes, published in France, 1842. This volume of
VespJlsian, Titus "and aquatint engravings made from daguerreotypes of Italy is one of the
omitian) were as ad- first books published with illustrations from photographs. Charles
lminist;rat;nr< and demi-gods.
Darwin, The· Expression of the Emotions in Man and Animal.
The twelve men involved Published in 1873. Darwin used photographic illustrations by O.G.
a span fr.om between 49 Rejland·er as an aid in his study af .emotions including gri!"f, jo:,<." .
to ~6 A.D. with the reins of sneering and defiance.
"
·
passing from the J.D.B. Stillman, The Horse in Motion, 1882. This was the first book
to the insane back to the published of Jliluybridge's revolutionary instantaneous photographs of
the actual mavements of a galloping horse.
from a few unusual Thomas Byrnes, Professional Criminals of America. This 1886 volum.e
(a passion for young boys, is an early example of a mug book containing photographs and short
one's own mother to biographies of American criminals.
eating until one could
The ASA Gallery is located in the SUB. The show will open on Wedso as to eat again) the nesday, Oct. 15 and close Thursday, Nov. 6. Gallery hours are Monday
were not the absolute through Friday,ll a;m. to 4 p.m.
shown by Cecil B. DeMille.
Their very existence hinged on
they threatened the
l'b";~:~ Senate. Angry senators,
Rocker Sole
II
a few were butchered
In a natura] stride, weight
year, often became angry
moves from the heel, along
or
So
the outer side of the foot

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~====~==================~~------~--~~======----
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The SOLAS Film Festival
continues Tuesday (at 7:30 &
9:30) in the SUB with a film
called "Como Era Gostoso a
Meu Frances (How Tasty Was
My Little Frenchman)," Brazil.
Directed by Nelson Pereira
Dos Santos, the film is about a
Frenchman who was thrown
overboard from a ship and
rescued b:y Brazilian Indians.
He is a prisoner, but accorded
all the rights and dignities
given to white men by the Indians at that time. He given a·
house, food, and a wife. In
return, he teaches the Indians
how to use firearms. Th'is
enables them to win in a battle
against a neighboring tribe.
In gratitude, the natives eat
the Frenchman, the highest
honor they could bestow.
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.Christmas Vaca.tion Travel

17J:t

We have group travel reservations
for Dec. 20 to: New York, Chicago,
and Los Angeles.
Reserve Now and Save!

l7l:t

~ l7l:t _

17J:t "

~

Universal Travel Service
2906 Central SE 255-8665
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Prescriptions filled ~
Lenses replac:;.~

-

Mon.-Sa~P!!~!~~S
11701 Menaul N.E.
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!i 11 Wyoming NE 26S-366B 265-3667
New Office 4523 4th NW 345-5301 ......~
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Anatomy of a Root

AN ENCORE EXCLUSIVE!
MUST END THURSDAY

then dbgonally across to the
big toe, which springs you off
on your next step. Roots
rocker sole helps this shift in
weight making every footstep just a little less tiring.
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Fine Canadian Leathers
The soft skins are llaturally
finished so In Roots you'll
look as good as you feel. And

because Roots ure designed
and rrtade in Canada,
through the nose for yo\lr feet
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The city sidewalk c:tn be a
real~arch enemy and fallen
arches hurt. Roots are con~
toured to support the arch
and the small recess between
the balls of your feet,

Walk on sand and your heel
will leave the deepest part of
your footprint. ln natural
walking, most of ybur weight

3107 Eubank NE

#29 Scottsdale Village

--

(

Recessed Heel

lands on your heel. Conven·
tional shoes-even low

Roots
Natural Footwear
.

you ncedrt,t pay

SAVE 50¢ WITH THIS ADI

,,

Supported Arch

Albuquerque, New Mexico

Gift Certificates Available
,
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293-3377
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heeled shoes-tilt you forward
and change your basic pas·
ture, In Roots, your heel sinks

Hours
Daily 10-6
Thursday til 9
Sunday 12 tu 5

into a comfortable recess
giving you a natural walk on
any kind of surface.
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Tucker Tourney Performance
'Sorriest' Lobos· Have Ever Had

Footballers /Almost' Beat ASU Sun DeVils
o

"13
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By Harold Smith
Steve Myer, Bob Berg, Randy
Rich, Preston Dennard and Keith
Ellis were the stars of another
"almost" football game for the
UNM Wolfpack.
UNM lost the Saturday-night
contest against eleventh-ranked
Arizona State, 16-10, despite a

Fullback Bob Forrest breaks some attempted Sun Devil
tackles. ASU Coach Frank Kush/ "They're not supposed ·to
. be able to do that!"

• •

. /Almost' B_eat ~SU
homecoming game. Governor
Je~ry Apodaca, a former Lobo
himself, will be there to crown
the queen.
"We better play well enough to
win against Utah," Mondt said.

ATO, Navy
To Meet
CENTRAL
lNTELLIGENCE
AGENCY
EMPLOYMENT

McDonald said the problem of controlling drinking at football
games is insoluble and that legalization of beer at the games would
probably reduce drinking.
·

Unique professional opportunities
are avatlable for those seniors
"A lot of people drink just because there's a law against it," he said.
·
and graduate students completing "When you legalize it, you take away the thrill."
work in:
Economics
Electrical & Electronic
Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Nuclear Engineering
Computer Science
*Math
Chemistry
Physics
Psychology (PHD Only)
*Political Science
*History
Foreign Languages
Foreign Area Studies
Joumalism
lntematlonal Relations

**
**

*Graduate Students Only
All assignments are in Langley,
Virginia. Some require foreign
travel. U. S. citizenship is required.
SEND RESUME TO: P.O. Box
748, Edgemont Branch, Golden,
Colorado, 80401

•

RESUME APPUCATIONS
MUST BE MAILED BY
1 NOVEMBER 1975
An Equal Opportunity Employer

t

Attention All Arts
& Sciences Students
All students who have been
provisionally admitted, including those
that are transfers from other universities
and re-admitted must take and pass the
Communications Writing Skills Test
during this semester. Failure to do so
will result in disenrollment.
Qualifications for exemptions from
the CST are as follows:

25 or above on English portion of

By Tim GaUagher
If you think you had a rough
weekend then you have not
heard what happened to· the Lobo
women's volleyball team.
The Lobos lost six games and
three matches by the combined
score of 90-36 over the weekend.
Friday night in Canyon, Tex.
the women lost two matches to
West Texas State. The Lobos
were swamped 15-7-15-9 in the
first match and 15-7, 15·5 in the
second match.

Makers of-Hand Made Indian Jewelry

OLDTOWN

ACT

They Iaired no better
Albuquerque on Saturday night
bowing to a Lobo Alumni team
the Cibola Classic by· the sco:Wiff
of 15-2 and 15-6. The
squad was composed of tormeru1
Lobo women volleyballers of
last five years.
Coach Kathy Marpe said
games were tune-ups for the
termountain Conference districllll
games this weekend in Tempql
Arizona.
Mary Brazes and Deb Ol!::arek
joined Marybeth Roberts on
injured list. The Lobo ranks
so depleted that they took
players to Texas. However
pe said, "We're beginning to
like a team and we are ~'"""''
experience."

552 or above on Verbal portion

of SAT
45 or above on English Composition Test of the College Level
Examination Program (CLEP).

TONIGHT 6:30 AT THE KIVA
Any further questions will be answered
in the A & S office, Ortega Hall 201

CANTERBURY CHAPEL
Sunday Services
9:30 A.M. - Holy Communion
11:15 A.M. - Holy Communion
5:00 P.M. - Holy Communion

•
425 University NE

Weekday-Holy Communion
12:30-Wednesday
12:30-Saints Days

l

UNM President William
Davis, who was on hand in the
Lobo locker room after the game,
told Mondt as he exited, "Next
week, Bill." Davis knows how it
feels to lose from his coaching
days at Colorado where he went
2-8.
Next Saturday at 1:30 p.m.
lJNM takes on Utah in its annual

f"' .,.

•<-
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Climaxing the intramural flag
football season, the Alpha Tau
Omega gridders will clash with
the Navy ROTC in the championship game Tuesday, 5:30
p.m., on Johnson Field.
ATO Assistant Coach Jack
Fortner said the fraternity will
beat the sailors because, "We.
beat the Law School, and the
Law School beat them." Fortner
said his team ended the Law
School'S three-year winning
streak.
.
Fortner, who is a linebacker,
said ATO "will go to the air ..
That's our biggest asset." ATO
will be led by Team Captain Seth
Brown, quarterback Kip Luna,
and receivers Brad Caress and
Mike Langloist.
The ROTC Team Captain Jim
Mackowski said his football unit
can beat the frats "if we hang
together. We'll be in the game all
the way."
Mackowski, who is an of·
fensive guard and defensive
tackle, said they have had "sue·
cess with the short pass or on the
ground.

•

, TEACHERS
Part time evening positions ·
available in Albuquerqua. No
sales · Small Classes · No
Homework. 6 dollars per hour
to start. Applicant should \(e
ready to go to work im·
mediately. M.A. degree's con·
sidered
first,
psychology
background prefered. Send
brief resume, phone number and
photograph to:
Colorado Reading Lab
Rocky Mountain Bank Building
· 315 West Oak, Suite 206
•
Ft. Collins, Colorado
80521

I!
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Fergus was a disgruntled win.ner Saturday, calling the victo;y
one of his least satisfying. "It
wasn't the pressure," he said;
"I've been putting this lousy all
week. It's nice to win, but I hated
to finish with a 77. It's
disgusting."
More displeased than Fergus
was UNM Men's Coach Dick
McGuire. "This is the sorriest
Tucker performance we've ever
had," McGuire said of his team's
performance. "I don't know exac·
tly what our problem is, but I'm
thinking of making some changes
in our method of selecting
players for tournaments."
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Photo by Hnrold Smilh

Wake Forest's
Billy Chapman

On the other hand, Wake
Forest Coach Jesse Haddock was
a very happy man Saturday. "I'm
very pleased to. win by 13 strokes
over a field as strong as this
one." he said.

General Store
111 Harvard SE

'

New Western Shirts
Southwest's Finest Head Shop

Bean Bag Village Quality Bean Bag Furniture
One Year Guarantee
Couches -,Love Seats- Discs
Chairs - Refills -~Large €olor·Line~
. Velvets - Cloths - Naugahyde
7401 Menaul NE
Starting at $12.95 - 10% off with this ad! ·
Hours: 10:00 - 7:00 Monday · Thursday 10:00 · 9:00 Friday

11266-5661 1
-·
Lyle Talbot
Agency, Inc.
1500 SAN PEDRO. N E.

,i
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ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO B7ll0

Student Auto
Insurance
2. Underage Females
3. Military Personnel
4. Married Students
Budget Payment Plan Available
Call or come by and see Randall Talbot

I
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j 1/266-5661

Eubank north of Can<lc.laria Opposite En-Can Bowl
:'llonday _Saturday 10:00- 6:00
·
_
II ! !!lint !!IJ
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1. Drivers

This is the place to find an unustial
print or art card at a very
reasonable price. Complete Bl~e
:Mountain line. Old bce1' and mov1e
posters. And we don't . mind if you
browse or rest on our w1ndow seat.
Scotttiidale Village
.
·
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Special Rates For:

Art and Soul

"
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By Rick Wright
Pre-tourney favorites Wake
Forest and Tulsa lived up to their
advance billing this weekend,
sweeping to easy victories in the
men's and women's team titles in
the 21st Tucker Intercollegiate
golf tournament at the UNM.
South course.
The Deacons of Wake Forest,
defending NCAA champions,
eased to a comfortable 13-stroke
win over runner-up Brigham
Young Saturday, while the Nancy Lopez-led Tulsa team defeated
second-place Florida by a
ludicrous 26 shots Friday.
For host New Mexico, the 1975
Tucker was a major disap·
pointment. The Lobo men's team
limped home in a tie for eleventh
with a four-day total of 1222, 62
points behind Wake Forest,
while the UNM women golfers
finished seventh at 1057, 99
strokes in back of champion
Tulsa.
In individual competition,
Brenda Goldsmith held off a late
comeback by Tulsa's Lopez to
take the women's title by a
stroke at 227. Houston's Keith
Fergus, riding the crest of his
opening-round 65, led all the way
in taking the men's title by tY"o
shots with a 286, desp1te
struggling home Saturday with a
77.
~Top Lobo individuals were
Maxanne Schwartz, who had a
54-hole score of 248 for 16th place
in the women's competition, and
Brad Bryant, whose 72-hole score
of 301 was good for a tie for thir·
ty-second among the men.
The only real drama in the
tournament was provided by the
final-found duel between Gold·
smith and Lopez. Trailing by four
shots with three holes to go,
Lopez gained one stroke on the
fifty-second hole of the tourney,
then two more on the 53rd with a
birdie on top of a bogey by Gold·
smith. Lopez kept the pressure
on at the final hole, saving par
with a beautiful chip from back of
the green, but Goldsmith holed
out in two putts from about 30
feet to take the title.
Fergus, despite his final-day
blowup, was never in real dang(\r
of losing his lead. Wake Forest's
Billy Chapman, only two strokes
behind going into the final round,
had plenty of opportunities to
catch up, but he and Fergus,
playing in the same foursome,
both stumbled to 77's. Curtis
Strange of Wake Forest and Phil
Hancock of Florida tied Chapman·
for second, but were unable to
make a serious run at Fergus.

.,

Experienced Handling of
11 Hard to Place Insurance
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PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIAST, students!
Custom black·and-whitc processing printiug,
Fine-grain· or pushprocessing of film. Contact
sheets or custom proofs. High quality enlargemen·
ts, mounting, etr;. Advice, it asked. Call 266·2444
orcometo1717GirardBlvdNE.
tfn

C~ASSIFIED
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ADVERTISING

rl

...

Q)

Rattia: 15 cents per word per day, one dollo.r
minimum, Advertisements run five or more
consecutive days with no changes, nine cents per word per day, (no refunds if cancelled
before Uve insertions). Cla~aified ad·
.,vertiaemcnts must be p11id in a~vance.
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PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION photos. Lowest
prices in town. FaSt, pleasing, Nl1ar UNM. Call
265-2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd N .E.

MARIANNE NORWOOD is our vote for ir~m;•.
coming Queen, make her your yote too.
10/:1'4

NOTICE 0!' PUBLIC HEARING PRIOR TO
'filE REPEAL OF CERTAIN REGULATIONS
AND 1'HE ADOPTION OF CERTAIN OTHER
REGULATIONS BY THE PROPERTY TAX
DEPARTMENT OF .TIJE STATE OF NEW
MEXICO

WEDDING INVIT;\TIONS & Photography.

10/14 . TO ALL INTERESTED PERSONS:
Commencing on Monday, November 17,·1975 at
0
Marron Hall room _131 or by mail to:
9:00 A.M .. there will be a public hearing bdore
....:1
CloBalfied Advertising, UNM Dent 20,
10/20
.
the Director of the Property Tax Departmenl of
;...
f\lbuqucrque, N .M.
87131,
tbe State of New Mexico, or a he;Iring officer
::::1
designated by him, on the proposed action of lhe
Dircct,qr of the Property Tax_ Department of t!otl
~
State of New Mexico and repealing certain
0
ONE BLOCK to UNM spaciouS and nlcely fur·
regulations and adopting certain other
.nished, security and pool. 208·209 Columbia SE.
regulations, 1'he hearing will be held at ,Mabry
·~ PREGNANT ANP NEED HELP? Yot~ have frien$175 bills paid. Cnll255-2685.
..10/14
Hall1 New Mexico Education Building, Santa Fe,
d)
ds who care at Birthright 2<17-9819,
tfn
New Mexico 87503.
FF.MAJ,F. TO SHARE 2 bdrm ru.,nishcd iipt.. $90,
NICK, I just found out that all my friends go to
The propoSed ilctio·n of tbe Department which
needed
immediately.
266-2995.
10/13
.
Cnrrnro's for lunch. H would be too· embarrassing,
will be t.he subject of the henring Is the repeal ot
!_h_cy'd know ~howe were. Mary,
10/14
all Department regulntiohs In effect prior to
January 1, 1975 which were adQpted pursuant to
HAPPY BIRTHDAY CYNDI Mills. From Julie
Sf.!ctlons 72-25-B to 75-25·8 NMSA 1953 {Supp,
C\l and Cindy.
10/13
20
PORTABLE
TV's"$30-$60.
441
Wyoming
NE.
rl
. -----···--1973), &nd the adoplion of, regulations required
255-5987.
•
10/23
and authorized to be adopted by tho Department
FREE INTRODUCTORY LECTURE on Trnns~ ccndenLal Meditation as seen in Tme mngnzlne .NEW MEXICO'S BICYCLE touring center. under tbe provls!ons of Article 29 of Chnp~er 72.
NMSA 1953 of ~he New Mexit'o Property Tax
10-spced liicyclos, Camping, hiking, and
p.., Oct. 13 issue, Wednesday Oct. 15 & Tuesday OcJ, Quality
Code. The proposed regulations will huve an e£·
backpacking equipment. Trail Haus Cyclcry, 1031
~~! ~::JO~.~~" Rm 250B, UNM SUB..
q,
10/13
fective date of January 1, 1970 and will be rctroac·
San Mateo SE. 256-9190.
tin
HAVE a Hf!oPPY Birlhdny, Judy !SunGayJ.
10/13
tive to the ctrcctive date, pursuant to Seclion 72·
SONY STEREO, AM...-FM, 8-lraek, 2 months old,
31-87(8) NMSA 1953 of the Property Ta:x; Code,
YOU for the 15 months. I~~~-;
, 10/10
Must sell, $350, Doug 268·1994.
The regulations to be repealed are to be
you M:_Jba.
10/13
repealed pursuant to lho provisions of Sections 72·.
WATER
TRIPS.
Water
beds,
Water
bed
systems
SHERRYE "T.T" BUL'l'ER, Hap~hd;,yj
31-87 and 72·31·88 NMSA 1953 of the Property
on sale now. Next door W tho Guild Theatre, 3407
Mary,Mary,nndMnrthn.
10/13
Tax Code, and regulations to be adopted are to be
Central NE. 268-8455,
12!4
adopted pursuant to the requirements' found in
MAYDE ITS NOT so bad, We'll help you find o"Ul
SKI EQUIPMEN'f-boots·sizc lOih, poles, skis,
~~ 24 hours, 277-3013.
10/17
Section 72-31-88 NMSA 1953 of lhe Property Tax
cap, bindings, All for $100, Cnll294·5970 after 6:00
Co~ e. The subject matter of tbc regulnHons to be
10/15
repealed and the regulations to Q9 adopted con·
cern;
·
BOOKS, ALL KINDS, subjects. Cocktail dresses
size 7, cheap, 1005 3rd Street NW, Apt, B, 765·
1. Definitions of specific kinds of property
FOUND: C:rtlculator at Compuling Center, Con1518,
.
10/16
subject to valuation for property ta~Cntion pur·
tactDeb Jic, 277-5844,
·
10/14
poses by a particular method or methods;
RADIO SHACK component stereo like new, $80,
2. Establishing taxable situs of property for
268·1595.
10/13
LOS'!': SILVER IIEISHI, coral, turquoise neck·
purposes of property valuation;
lace between Anthro-SUB -area, 10/B. 241·3918,
BICYCLES· Lowest prices and largest selection of
3. Implementing a method or methods of
10/13
the finest European makes. Gitanes $115; Bertins
valuation for specified kinds of property; and
LOST: J Gym. Brown prescription "Playboy" sun$165. R.C. Hallett's World Champion Bicycles,
4. Establishing rules and procedures for the
llasses. Reward! Kurley, 266·2992.
10/18
trn
2122 Coal PI SE. 843·9378,
alloca.t!on of the value of property for property
taxahon purposes.
.
~
LOST PURPLE FRAMED, gray tinted glasses.
MILKING GOATS, Nublans, Alpines, tested. 877·
The specltic kind of property with which these
Call277·3076.
10/16
10/14
8032 evenings. ·
regulations arc concerned is tangible property,
FOUND: SOME MONEY oit campus. Identify
SONY STEREO, AM·FM, 8·traek, 2 mo. old. Must
real and personal, whether the responsibility for
amount and approximate location. Evenings,
~0. Doug'·268·1994,
• 10/14 · valuatiQn is with the county assessor or wlth the
266·4054.
10/17
SKY DIVERS twfl complete rigs. Moditied T-10
Property Appraisal Depnrtmcnl or its successor,
or Thunderbow mini system with 26-foot Jopo
the Property Tax Dcpartment..of the State of New
reserve. Altimetere. All excellent. 266-0111. 10/14
Mexico. Property valued by the Department ]ft.
eludes property used in the conduct of the
$125 Three-pound prime goose-down sleeping bag.
following businesses: 1) railroads, 2) telegraph,
BARRY'S ELEC1'1\0NIC REPAIR, 118 Snn
Only used on ca. $90, 296-7449after 8pm. · 10/13
telephone or mh:ro.wave trnnsmisslon, 3)
Pedro sg, 265-0335. Color TVs, tape dl•cks,
pipelines, 4), public utilities, 5) airlines, 6) elcc·
stereos, amplifil'rs, auto radios, install Burglar
tric!ty generating plants, whether or not owned
alurms. 10% discount ror students with 10. Quick
by n public utility I if all or part of lht> electricity is
10/15
servicl.'. Used TVs for sale.
PART TIME JOB graduate ~ls only. Af·
for ultimate sale 1.o the consuming
illVOn(;}.j-,,T ~ru~-AScl'NAiiu: iATi~pl•tftio';J" ternoon & evenings. Must be able to work Friday generated
public, 7) mineral property and property held or
& Saturday nighls. Must ~e 21 years old. Apply in
divorcps arran~l·d by ]('gal clerk $36 plus filing
used In connection with mineral property, and 81
fN~. 29G·~il~_7. 2·1_ h_uur anf:>w_~:~~~ ~~r~itC.·
10115. perso!l• no phone calls please. Save Way I.iquor
machinery,equipmcnt and other pl'rsonal properStores, 5701 Lomas NE. 5516 Menaul NE. 10/23
VOLVO ME('JIAN!r., good wurk, r~•a.•;on~I-Jh•:
ty of all resident and nonrt>sidt>nL p(lrsons
.
-----~--~
NEED EXTRA MONEY'} Sl'll -vour handmade
gunranh•<'d, H9R·U·1:16.
10 '15
customarily engaged in eonstrut'tlon that involVt's
clothing, crafts. Hand Stilch Go-~p, 2000 C(_lnlral
the usc. during the tnx year, of the machinery,
FA~IOUS Q1iJVJRA BOOKSH(jp ;~dPh~to;;nph SE.
l01U
C<JUlpment and other- personal property in more
Gallery. is one-hal£ block from Johnson Gym on
- · - --·~-----·""-·-··--than on~ county.
~~~-pecial Order service,
The manner by which Interested. pcrson.s may
present their views a~ lhe hearing follows:
TYPING, editing and r('vision, No tailu~
WANTED: ~-;dplnball:machincs, any condit~:
curacy guaranteed. CaU 281 3001.
10/14
'1. The Director will allow all Interested per·
293·1818.
101!3
·-~-~
'-·-~-~
•·-----~sons a reasonable opportunity to .submit argumenFREE MALE GE]lMAN Shopord puppy, 277·5439
ts and to examine•wltnesses testifying at the .
WILL TYPE PAPERS rand correct grammar)
after 5:00, 873·29§5,
. 10/13
hearing.
Call Kim. 265--3292.
10117
2. The Technical Rules of Evidtoncc and thto
FEMALE FIGURE .MODELS needed. All ages
Ai;TOT·u~~T.~GliEPAIR. Reasonable, 1211 COp· all sizes. By Graduate photo student. Call 268·9520 Ruie.s or Civil Procedure will not apply at the
hcar1ng.
per NE. Rl!nr west.
10/17
~~ter~
3. The Director may require reasonable sub·
ELE~cT'noNJc-·REP
WOULD'T HOMECOMING QUEEN be nice
stantlation or statements or rs.cords olf(>red as
P~!dro SE, 265·0335. Color TV's, tape decks, ster·
birthday present for Marianne Norwood? Vote
evidence nt the hearing,
cos, amplifiers. nulo radios, inslall Burglar
Marianne Norwood Homecomln;.rQueen.
10114
4. The Director may also require any view to
alarms. 10% discount. for students with ID. Quick
be stated in writing whc_n drcumstanccsjusti(y.
~rvice. Used TV's for sale.
10/15
fREEcuTE"i<iTTENS to good hom;,- 898-4622.
101!5
5. A verbatim record will be made of the en·
tire hca~ing.
0
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Creative Services Ltd, 299·7930.

PROFESSIONAL TYPIS'r. IBM selectric guaran·
teed accuracy with reasonable rates;298·7147

4.
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6.

Each reguLation will be conside,red
separa~ely at the hearing: however 1 pres4;lntation
by the Department or interested parties may,
with appro\~lll of the Director of the Department
or his- designated hearing officer, be combined to
cover several regulations, provided the
regulations with which the presentation is con.
ccrned arc required to be identified nt the begin·
ningofthc presentation.
Copies of the proposed regulations nnd the
regulations proposed to be repealed may be ob.
tained, after October 17, 1975, from the Legal. Sec·
tion of the Property Tax Department, Bntnan
Memorial Building, Santa Fe, New Mexico 87503.
In order to offset the cost o{ physical Preparat.ion 1
reproduction and mailing of proposed regulations
or regulations to be repealed, a fee 9f $5.00 for
copies of nil proposed regulations will be chn~gcd
and a fee of$10,00 for copies ofregulntionsWill be
charged. Checks for ~opics of these r{!gulations

Flash Goldon No. 7 &
Fireside Theatre
Monday October 13 - Friday October 17
10 am - 3 pm SUB Ballroom Lobby
Sponsored by AS.UN.M. & Student Ac;tivities

---......
Free Daytime Activiti~s Lecture By:
Chuck Daniels
Assoc. Prof. of Law

New Mexico Marijuana Laws

Tuesday October 14, 12 Noon -1 pm
SUB Theatre
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Magnovox "MX" High "
· Complianc~ Stereo Component
Systems .. In-Store Financing
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Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!
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UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico,
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rally is being planned for his benefit.·

By Susan Walton
The Chairman of Modern and Classical Languages said he disagrees
with the College of Education's proposal for a bilingual education
major and mipor which will be heard at the University faculty
meeting today at 3 p.m..
" •
.
' Sabine Ulibarri, chairman of Modern and Classical Languages, said,
"I disagree with it (the proposal) very much. Neither the major or
minor have a language requiremen~ ,and the prerequisites to entering
the program do not leave time to take any language courses."
.
However, G_erald Nash, chairman of History said, "I think it is a
desirable step."
He said he was contacted "about a month ago, when the proposal
was in draft form. Some of our histo~y courses are included in their
programs."
He said he thought the program was initiated by tme New Mexico
Department of Public Education.
Roderic Wagoner, chairman of Secondary Education, said. Leo
Macias, a Secondary Education professor, started work on the
proposal two years ago.·
·The proposal says the
~
program's main goal is "to allow
all c'hildren to become fluent in
two or more languages as they
feel necessary," and to learn
about two or more cultures.·
Acceptance into a teacher
education program in Secondary
Education is required of the
UNM student. Proficiency in the
language of the target group and
in English is also required.
A major in bilingual education
would require 33 semester hours,
a minor would require 24 hours in
specified courses. Those courses
include Linguistics 292, 359, 440,
459; History 360, 369, 380; An·
thropology, 315, 345, 357, 358;
teaching the native language to
the native speaker, Secondary
Education 449; and tea.ching
English to speakers of other
languages,' Curriculum and In·
struction 482.
·
Sabine Ulibarri ·
o
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Current LP Records & Albums
at discount prices - $3.00 & up
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4516 Central SE. :
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HarmQnicas - Music Boo"-s
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"We just don't know what else could have
c.aused the city to change its·attitude about granting the permit," Baca said.
The coalition will hold a meeting tomorrow night
at 7 p.m. in the SUB to discuss the permit issue and
plan activities for the rally.
Tentatively set to occur from noon to two on the
29th, the rally will include ~peakers from UNM and
from the outside community who are opposed to
Senate Bill One. ..
The controversial bill was drafted by Richard
Nixon's attorney generals John Mitchell and
Richard Kleindiest, and also ·by James Eastland,
U.S. Senator from Mississippi, and John McClelland, an Arkansas Senator. It was endorsed by
/
F~rd this stOnmer and has picked up suppqrt from.
a wide range of senators, including Mike Mansfield
(Dem.-Mon.) and Hugh Scott (Rep.-Penn.).
Now b,eing considered by the Senate's Judiciary
Committee, it is expected to receive approval from
the entire Senate before December.
Opposition to the bill, ··however, is mounting-with the American Civil Liberties Union, the
New York Times, the Los Angeles Times and
sever a.! others recently voicing their disapproval.
In particular, the bill has been scored for its sections on wiretapping, dissemination of government
secrets, pub,ic demonstrations, sedition and
marijuana.
It.allows wiretapping for 48 hours without court
approval, and also stipulates that l;mdlords and President Ford will speak at the Civic Auditorium Oct. 29. A

Languages C~airman·
New Mexico
Against ·N~w Major

Sponsored by AS.UN.M. & Student Activities

Marron Hall, Room 132

-,
\\ \

By Jon Bowman
Organizers of the Oct, 29 rally against Senate
Bill One are having trouble securing a permit from
the city to hold the event.
The rally is set to coincide with President
Gerald Ford'.s visit here to speaJ.< before the Gov~?r
nor's Energy Conference. It is being organized by
the Albuquerque Coalition to Defeat Senate Bill
One, and has been tentatively scheduled for the
Civic Plaza--across from the· C,onvention C.e.nter
where Ford will be speaking.
.
Andrea Smith, a UNM student and rally
organizer, said she went to the City Parks and
Recreation Dept .. on Friday and was told the 'permit would be available yesterday. She said the
department also offered use of a PA system,
podium and microphone.
•
"When I called up yesterday, they said we were
not going to be allowed to use the PA system,"
Smith said, "They also told me the permit was not
.available yet and that I should call back Tuesday
(today)."
If the organizers rec~ive the permit from Parks
and Recreation, they still have to receive a final
one from the Albuquerque Police Department.
"I've already called. up the police avd they said if
we get a permit from Parks and Recreation, we
would have no problem with them," she said. ·
Elaine Baca, director of New Mexico PIRG and a
supporter of the Coalition rally, said .the permit .
prolllem may . r!)volve around &he yghtened
security being used for appearances by Ford.

free Daytime Activities Video-Tapes
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New Mexico Daily Lobo
Please place the following classified advertisement in the N.ew Mexico
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time(s) beginning
, under the heading
(circle one): 1. Pers'onals; 2: Lost & Found; 3. Services: 4. For Rent; 5.
For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel 8. Miscellaneous.
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are required to accompany orders for th
regulations and should be made payable to ~
PI;'Q~erty Tax Department of-the State of
Mcx1co, These charges are nutho'rized by Sect!
72·25·7,.,NMSA 1953 (Supp, 19731 of the Propf0 ~ 1
Appraisal_ Department Act and 72·28-7 NM~~
1953 of the Property Ta~ Code.
Dono thia 8th day of 01.!tober,l975.
Cecil J. Pickclt, Direcwr
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Wagoner said the Linguistics department imd the Anthropology
department had been contacted about the program during the course
of Macias' work on it.
"It is not the intent of the program to teach a language, that is a
prerequisite for. entrance into the program," Wagoner said.
Ulibarri said, "We were not consulted on the preparation of that
major. I did not hear of the proposal until it was too late for me to go
before the Faculty Policy Committee to talk about it.
_,It was presented to the faculty without any input from this department. I do not want it defeated" but h"e said he did want the proposal
tabled until it could be inves.tigated more fully.
\
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Student Body Leaders to Lobby
For 19-Year-Oid Drinkin·g in State
The Associated Students of
New mexico (ASNM) met in
Socorro Saturday where they
decided they wBuld build their
legislative lobby effort this year
around passage of a 19-year-old
drinking bill.
ASNM is composed of the
student body presidents from
New Mexico's six public univllrsities. Presidents from UNM,
New Mexico State University,
New Mexico Tech and Eastern
New Mexico University attended
Saturday's meeting.
"One of the campaign promises
Gov. Jerry Apodaca made was
support for the lowered drinking
age," said UNM student body
president Alan Wilson. "It was
the unanimous consensus of
ASNM that we should en~ourage
Apodaca to follow through on his
promise and introduce a bill at
the nex_t legislative session to
lower the drinking age to 19."
Wilson, who was selected as·
director of ASNM, said the group
,would also be working .to have
rathskellers permitted on university campuses in the state.

After the surveys arc complete, the ASNM group hopes to
set up a meeting' with Gov.
Apodaca, perhaps as soon as
Nov. 6.
In other action Saturday,
ASNM
representatives
discussed the possibility• of '•
having students appointed to
university Board of Regents
Tom Murray, student body
president- at New Mexico State,
was the major advocate of the
idea, but the other delegates
agreed it was sound.
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Governor Apodaca, Murray
said, has endorsed the concept of
student regents, but ·only if the
student is not attendiJ!g the
,University at which he or she will
serve as a regent.
Alan Wilson

Jhe 19·year-old drinking age and
the possibility of on-campus
drinking.
"The whole point is to bring
the drinking issue to a head
rather than having it become
another closet issue," Wilson
said. "We're going to be putting
"In order to give the governor pressure on legislators and we
and legislators a good picture of need the empirical•evidence to
drinking on campus, we will lob· show we're right,"
by as well as conduct an attitude
He said ASNM will also be
survey of students," he said.
gathering statistics on the
The survey, now being devised deficits of all student union
by the ASUNM Office of Resear- buildings on state universities to
ch and Consumer Affairs, will "show the legislators that setting
measure students' responses to a up rathskellers can be a finannumber of questions concerning cially sound move."

"We're going to be. working to
get some students appointed to
Regents Boards as vacancies appear aro!lnd the state," said
Wilson. "They need to have a
greater student perspective."
ASNM·
delegates
also
discussed other issues, among
them:
-the day care situation at
New Mexico colleges,
-establishment of a statewide'
news service for student
newspapers and radio stations,
-and creation of state tour·
naments for intramural
programs.
•
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